Individual dose-response models for levodopa infusion dose optimization.
To achieve optimal effect with continuous infusion treatment in Parkinson's disease (PD), the individual doses (morning dose and continuous infusion rate) are titrated by trained medical personnel. This study describes an algorithmic method to derive optimized dosing suggestions for infusion treatment of PD, by fitting individual dose-response models. The feasibility of the proposed method was investigated using patient chart data. Patient records were collected at Uppsala University hospital which provided dosing information and dose-response evaluations. Mathematical optimization was used to fit individual patient models using the records' information, by minimizing an objective function. The individual models were passed to a dose optimization algorithm, which derived an optimized dosing suggestion for each patient model. Using data from a single day's admission the algorithm showed great ability to fit appropriate individual patient models and derive optimized doses. The infusion rate dosing suggestions had 0.88 correlation and 10% absolute mean relative error compared to the optimal doses as determined by the hospital's treating team. The morning dose suggestions were consistency lower that the optimal morning doses, which could be attributed to different dosing strategies and/or lack of on-off evaluations in the morning. The proposed method showed promise and could be applied in clinical practice, to provide the hospital personnel with additional information when making dose adjustment decisions.